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New Bedford High School 

Summer Reading 2020-2021 
 

WHO? All students who will be taking ELA Sub-separate (SS) or Supported Academics (SA) in grades 9, 

10, 11, or 12 next school year.  

WHAT?  

  Follow the instructions on pages 6-7 to access a free copy of your book online, or purchase one of the 

suggested titles from the list on the next page.  
  Read the book and choose ONE of the following options: 

 
Option 1: Graphic Organizer 

  While you read, stop one third into the book and fill page 1 of the content notes  
  organizer (On the last page of the packet there is a sample answer to help you know how to do it). 

  Then, read another third of the book and complete page 2.  
  Then, finish reading the book and complete page 3.  

 
Option 2: Flipgrid Video 

  Create a 5-minute book review video going over key topics.  
   Upload the video to Flipgrid and save to share with your teacher when we return to school. 
   Directions can be found on page 11 of this packet. 

 
 Option 3: One Pager 

   Create a visual one-pager that includes a list of things to include in describing your book to others. 
   Follow the directions on page 12 to see what you need to include in your one-pager assignment. 

 

WHEN? On Friday, September 17, 2021, you will turn in your assignment to your ELA teacher in class. 

That day, you will also take a test/complete an assignment on the book which will count as one test grade 

toward your first quarter grade.  

WHERE?  Reading?  Do it at home, on the beach, at the amusement park, on a plane – wherever you go.  

Notes?  Those are better to do while not moving. Maybe the kitchen table. 

Test?  During your ELA class. 
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WHY? Reading a book has so many advantages. Here are a few: 

• You get to travel to another land, culture, world, time period, universe – many times, 

somewhere you would never be able to be otherwise – and that’s always a fun experience 

because you get to learn about how other people think and do life 

• Reading builds your vocabulary whether you realize it or not, and it makes you better at 

writing because you get to stare at good writing for hours 

• You get to think, and thinking is cool and also good for your brain 

• It builds imagination – and we all need more of that in our lives 

• Lastly, if none of these reasons convince you to read, it has a grade attached, and you could 

start the year with a good test grade! (That will help a lot because the weather will still be hot 

in September, and you might not want to do homework one day!) 

HOW? Follow the instructions on the pages that follow on pages 6-7 to access a book for free – you will 

have many choices of books there! If you prefer to buy one, visit your local bookstore or go online to 

Amazon.com and find one of the suggested titles on the next page. If you’re having difficulty typing on the 

graphic organizer or printing it, just handwrite and take pictures of it so you don’t lose that valuable 

information!  
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Suggested Titles 
Book Summary 

The Giver 
By Lois Lowry 

 
Available on 
Hoopladigital.com 
 
  

Mr. Conley’s Pick: 

The Giver, the 1994 Newbery Medal winner, has become one of the most influential 

novels of our time. The haunting story centers on twelve-year-old Jonas, who lives in 

a seemingly ideal, if colorless, world of conformity and contentment. Not until he is 
given his life assignment as the Receiver of Memory does he begin to understand the 

dark, complex secrets behind his fragile community. Lois Lowry has written three 

companion novels to The Giver, including Gathering Blue, Messenger, and Son. 

The Eternals 
By Neil Gaiman 

 
Available on 
Hoopladigital.com 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Conley’s pick: 

You are thousands of years old. You have amazing powers. You have watched 

civilizations rise and fall-- so why does no one remember any of this? Bestselling 

Author Neil Gaiman (Marvel: 1602, Anansi Boys, Sandman) is joined by superstar 
artist John Romita Jr. (Amazing Spider-Man, Wolverine) to bring you - THE 

ETERNALS!! Ike Harris has dreams of adventures, love affairs and betrayals, but no 
one involved remembers or believes him. And who is trying to kill him to keep him 

from talking about it? 
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Five Total Strangers 
By Natalie Richards 

 
 
Available on 
Hoopladigital.com 

Mr. Conley’s Pick: 

From bestselling author Natalie D. Richards comes a pulse-pounding new thriller 

about a blizzardy road trip that turns into a disaster. 

 

She thought being stranded was the worst thing that could happen. She was wrong. 
Mira needs to get home for the holidays. Badly. But, when an incoming blizzard 

results in a canceled layover, it looks like Mira might get stuck at the Philadelphia 

airport indefinitely. 

 

And then Harper, Mira's glamorous seatmate from her initial flight, comes to the 

rescue. Harper and her three friends are renting a car, and they can drop Mira off on 
the way home. But, as their trip begins, Mira discovers her fellow travelers aren't 

friends like she thought-they're total strangers. And, every one of them seems to be 
hiding something dangerous. Soon, Mira is in a panic. The roads have gone from 

slippery to terrifying. People's belongings are mysteriously disappearing. Someone 

in the car is clearly lying...and Mira beings to suspect that one of them, is sabotaging 
the trip. If she wants to make it home alive, she'll need to uncover the truth about 

these strangers before this nightmare drive turns fatal. 

 

Miles Morales: 
Spider-Man 
By Jason Reynolds 

 
Available on 
Hoopladigital.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Mr. Pimental’s Pick: 

 

“Everyone gets mad at hustlers, especially if you’re on the victim side of the hustle. 

And Miles knew hustling was in his veins.” 

 

Miles Morales is just your average teenager. Dinner every Sunday with his parents, 

chilling out playing old-school video games with his best friend, Ganke, crushing on 

brainy, beautiful poet Alicia. He’s even got a scholarship spot at the prestigious Brooklyn 

Visions Academy. Oh yeah, and he’s Spider Man. 

 

But lately, Miles’s spidey-sense has been on the fritz. When a misunderstanding leads to 

his suspension from school, Miles begins to question his abilities. After all, his dad and 

uncle were Brooklyn jack-boys with criminal records. Maybe kids like Miles aren’t meant 

to be superheroes. Maybe Miles should take his dad’s advice and focus on saving 

himself. 

 

As Miles tries to get his school life back on track, he can’t shake the vivid nightmares that 

continue to haunt him. Nor can he avoid the relentless buzz of his spidey-sense every 

day in history class, amidst his teacher’s lectures on the historical benefits of slavery and 

the modern-day prison system. But after his scholarship is threatened, Miles uncovers a 

chilling plot, one that puts his friends, his neighborhood, and himself at risk. 

 

It’s time for Miles to suit up. 
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Monster 
By Walter Dean 
Myers 

 
Available on 
Hoopladigital.com 
  

Ms. Edwards’ & Ms. Harrington’s Pick: 
This New York Times bestselling novel from acclaimed author Walter Dean Myers tells 

the story of Steve Harmon, a teenage boy in juvenile detention and on trial. 

Presented as a screenplay of Steve's own imagination, and peppered with journal 

entries, the book shows how one single decision can change our whole lives. 
 

Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative coming-of-age story that was the first-

ever Michael L. Printz Award recipient, an ALA Best Book, a Coretta Scott King Honor 

selection, and a National Book Award finalist. 

 

Monster is now a major motion picture called All Rise and starring Jennifer Hudson, 
Kelvin Harrison, Jr., Nas, and A$AP Rocky. 

Out of My Mind 

By Sharon Draper

 
Available on 
Overdrive.com 
 

Ms. Edwards’ & Ms. Harrington’s Pick: 

 

From award-winning author Sharon Draper comes a story that will forever 

change how we all look at anyone with a disability, perfect for fans of RJ 
Palacio's Wonder. 
Eleven-year-old Melody is not like most people. She can't walk. She can't talk. She 

can't write. All because she has cerebral palsy. But she also has a photographic 
memory; she can remember every detail of everything she has ever experienced. 

She's the smartest kid in her whole school, but NO ONE knows it. Most people—her 

teachers, her doctors, her classmates—dismiss her as mentally challenged because 

she can't tell them otherwise. But Melody refuses to be defined by her disability. And 

she's determined to let everyone know it...somehow. 

 

They Called Us 
Enemy 
By George Takei 

 
Available on 
Hoopladigital.com 

Ms. Edwards’ & Ms. Harrington’s Pick: 

 

George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his captivating stage 
presence and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved new 

frontiers in Star Trek, he woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth country 
at war with his father's-and their entire family forced from their home into an 

uncertain future. In a stunning graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting childhood 

in American concentration camps, as one of over 100,000 Japanese Americans 
imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II. Experience the forces that 

shaped an American icon-and America itself-in this gripping tale of courage, country, 

loyalty, and love. 
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  How to Access the Online Library of Suggested Titles 
STEP 1: Sign up for a Boston Public Library eCard. 

A. Follow this link to the Boston Public Library homepage: 

https://sites.google.com/newbedfordschools.org/nbhslibrarydistancelearning/bpl-resources 

 

B. Click on “Boston Public Library eCard.”  

 

C. On the next page, click “Proceed.” 

 

D. Answer the series of questions that follow. NOTE: Use an email address that you currently use. A:sp, 

when you set your PIN, be sure to choose 1 4-digit code you will remember, such as the year you were 

born.  

 

E. Check your email – you will get an email from The Boston Public Library which will have your eCard 

number in it.  

 

F. Now, go to the Hoola website through this link: https://www.hoopladigital.com/  

 

G. Click on “Get Started Today”  

 

H. On the next page, enter your email address and choose a password that you will remember, then click 

“Agree.” 

 

I. On the next page, local libraries will show up – do not select these. Instead, type in the box “Boston 

Public Library” and when it appears under the search bar, click on it, then click “Next.”

 
 

J. On the next page you can decide whether you want Hoolpa to send you notifications. Then, click 

“Next.” 

 

K. On the next page, copy and paste your library card number from the email you received from Boston 

Public Library into the top bar. Then, in the bottom bar, type in the 4-digit PIN you chose. Click “Sign 

Me Up.” 

https://sites.google.com/newbedfordschools.org/nbhslibrarydistancelearning/bpl-resources
https://www.hoopladigital.com/
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L. You now have access to Hoopla. On the Hoolpa page, click “Browse” at the top and select “eBooks” 

from the drop down menu.  

 

M. Scroll down the page until you see a blue box that says “Genres & Collections click to browse.” Click 

on this box.  

 

N. On the next page, click on “Genres” at the top.  

 

O. Click on “Young Adult Fiction” in the list on the next page.  

                                          
P. Once you are in the Young Adult Fiction page, you can choose any book in any of the categories listed. 

Click on any category that interests you and find a book you want to read. Once you are ready to start 

reading, click “Borrow” under the picture of the book.  
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Content Notes – BEGINNING of the book 
 

I. Characterization – authors use 

STEALS to create characters at 

the beginning of a novel. Below is 

listed each part of STEALS.  

Below, list one quote for each part of 

STEALS that the author uses to 

characterize the main character. 

For each quote, tell what you think the 

author is trying to tell us about the 

character 

 
S – Speech 
What does the 

character say? 

1.______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

 

T – Thoughts 
What does the character think? 

1.______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

 

E – Effect on Others  
How does the character affect 

other character(s)? 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

 

A – Actions 
What does the character do? 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

 

L – Looks 
What does the character look 

like? 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 

S – Setting 
Where and when does the story 

take place? What does this 

reveal about the main 

character? 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 

1..______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
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Content Notes – MIDDLE of the book 
III. Conflicts – authors create 

conflicts between characters, 

between characters and nature or 

society, law, technology, and even 

themselves in order to reveal more 

about characters and to create 

themes. In this column, tell 

who/what the conflict is between 

by filling in the blanks. 

Below, list one quote that best 

captures each conflict that occurs in 

the middle of the book. 

For each conflict, explain the 

following: 

1. what more is revealed about  

any characters involved  

2. at least one thematic idea that  

has surfaced as a result of the 

conflict. 

 

Conflict #1 
 
 

Between 

____________________ 

 

 

 

 and 

________________________ 

 

 

 

 

1.  
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 
 

1. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 
2. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 

 

Conflict #2 
 
 

Between 

____________________ 

 

 

 

 and 

________________________ 

 

 

 

 

1. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
2. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
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Content Notes – END of the book 

 

 
IV. Lesson and Resolution of 

Conflict (see below for instructions 

for the left column)  

 

Below, list one quote from the book 

that connects with the lesson you 

chose and listed in the left column. 

Below, for #1 and #2, explain what 

the character learns and/or how 

she/he changes as a result of the 

lesson (#1) and the resolution (#2).  

Lesson:  

Authors use characters over the 

course of a story so that we as humans 

can relate to the characters’ 

experience and/or learn truths about 

life from them. Below, describe the 

lesson about life that the book gives 

through the character(s). What lesson 

was learned? 

 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 

 

 

1. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

1. 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Resolution of Conflict: 
How do either of the major conflicts 

you listed on page 2 end? List the 

conflict you will write about below: 

 

_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 

1. 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
_______________________________ 
 
 
 
 

2. 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
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Option #2: Flipgrid Video 

Report on Your Reading Using Flipgrid 

You don’t have to write a paper on the book you have read, you can record a video that 
does the same thing.  Here’s how you can use Flipgrid to record a report on y0ur 
summer reading. 

1. Go to: https://www.hoopladigital.com/ and read one of the books listed on pages 3-5. 

   

2. After you have finished reading, go to https://flipgrid.com/ and enter the code 
a79d91fd. You can also visit our Microsoft Teams site “Summer Reading” and click 
on the Flipgrid link. 

3. Once you get on the site, choose the summer reading topic. At the bottom of the 
page, you will see a button that says: “Record a Response”. Press on that button to 
start recording (you will have to give permission to use your mic and camera). 

4. The video can be as long as 5 minutes and must cover these points: 

➢ What book did you read? Why did you choose it? 
➢ Share a brief summary - the problem, the actions taken to solve it, and how the 

problem was resolved. 
➢ What was one thing you read that was new to you? What did you learn? 
➢ Which character in the book is most like you? Explain why.  

5. When you are done, press next and then fill out the information page. Press submit.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.hoopladigital.com/
https://flipgrid.com/
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Option #3: One-Pager 
End of Novel One-Pager 

A “one-pager” is assigned to promote thoughtful appreciate and understanding of a novel. The 

more creative you allow yourself to be, the more you will get out of the reading assignment. One-

pagers, when done well, also provide a terrific review that can inspire others to read your book. 

 
 

Use white, unlined computer paper. 

 
 

Include the following: 

On the front… 

1. Title of novel and author’s name 

2. A list of characters from the novel 

3. A description of when and where the novel took place 

4. 5 adjectives you would use to describe the novel 

5. One important quotation (A sentence or two from the novel) 

- Write the quotation in quotation marks 

- Include the page number 

- Next to the quotation, explain why this is significant/important (i.e. “This quotation expresses…”) 

6. At least 3 drawings, symbols, and/or images that represent aspects of the story 

- Use color, be creative, be neat, and fill the page 

7. A one paragraph summary of the selection that includes details about the plot, setting, 

characters, main ideas and conflicts, and the ending 

8. Your name. 
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